Hell March Code: “Unrightfully Recipe Anti Psychotic Based on Other Course then written in D.S.M. 5 Construction:”

The world counts more than 1.000.000.000 Humans who have a recipe for anti psychotic
medicine based on multiple clauses written in D.S.M. 5 Construction whites contains
subscriptions of a typical way of ill thinking, the main reason that those people have an so as
written ill way of thinking is no or bad education of correct thinking, praying & meditating so
logic it needed and needs to be treated with a course correct thinking, praying & meditating
instead of treatments with anti psychotic medicine!
In name GOD SETH this document is the official arrest commandment to arrest from the moment
of notification worldwide all doctors who have written forwards for there clients anti psychotic
medicine instead of the rightful & logic treatment with a course correct thinking, praying &
meditating.
Sincerely,

I Marcel Alexander Roelfszema, Apostles GOD SETH & Al’ 1a & Benedict’s 256,257 & 258 & Supervisor of uniquation.world in status of Dutch doctrine.

Extension 1: Extra information: “Personal & Not Personal Generated I Thoughts:”

Extra information: “Personal & Not Personal Generated I Thoughts:”
The following explanation is token out live and explains how live really not right based on missing education isn’t:
Because over the entire globe people grow up without the education: “Correct Thinking, Praying & Meditating,” many people don’t
understand that an I Thought can be thought by receiving a pray what contain an: “I word.” This has the negative effect that people do
things what the never did before and even do things what is not allowed in there ritual or there law. For example somebody who is addicted
on smoking cigarettes generates the thought: “I think I going to smoke a cigarette,” and this thought is collective shared with somebody who
never smoked a cigarette before but she things that the pray is the by her self personal generated thought based on the: “I vocabulary,”
what this under aged girl does is that she takes a cigarette out of her fathers package what was hidden for her & yep she really smoke her
first cigarette! Because of the missing tactic what should bin educated to her she did not react on the incoming pray with the by her self
generated thought Sorry I don’t smoke and she’s not educated how to send her thought back to the man who send the thought: “I think I
going to smoke a cigarette,” So when a humans education is exclusive: “Correct Thinking, Praying & Meditating education,” people are doing
thinks where they most time after ward get regret about and that revolves in shame and shame is the most fundamental course of it’s
revolving trauma.
If correct thinking, Praying & meditating is not educated the way of thinking is left over to the fictive law free thinking & thinking can be miss
understood based on the unknown possibilities of collective thinking other wise known as Praying and praying to understand as send and
receive of thoughts what by some is called telepathy and many people based on the missing understatement of there mental activity gone
for help to mental doctor and many times they get then an psychiatric illness based on a D.S.M. 5 construction clause what contains written
the person suffers similar to hearable vocals in there mentality what can’t be explained, understood or placed in any personal meaning and
have an unknown sources. In stead of sending them for further explanations to a mentalist such as an pastor or priest rewired to the mental
hospital they write forwards anti psychotic medicine but the course of the illness is of course no or bad education correct thinking, praying &
meditating.
Mental most males are thinking about male things and females mostly are thinking about female things that’s then the main reason male are
mental with males and females mental with females and those who are collective with each other mostly are within the same age group so
mental are those who are thinking in the same issue’s. 1 st degrees we need to explain in form of solid education the correct way of thinking,
praying & meditating to consider meditating as no thinking and praying at all not in words & not in think pictures. Perfect should be when we
can reach future perspective that males only are collective rewired to female and all females collective rewired whit males so that a male has
an always a personal recognizable thought that manly sound and then all not personal generated thoughts logical sounds feminine, in
woman then inversely proportional this can really be the solution but if it’s really realizable is by me not to ensure, so we got to talk en test
this redeployment of mental collectively.
Sincerely I, Marcel Alexander Roelfszema stay in status of doctrine and peace salute you all!

